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ABSTRACT
In this development program, advanced aerodynamic design
ii procedures were used to design a high-efficiency radial compressor
for operation on monatomic gases. The compressor research pack-
age consists of a 6-inch-diameter compressor wheel and shaft
mounted on ball bearings and the associated mounting hardware.
Following development testing, the final configuration was de-
I fined, and when the unit was on argon,tested efficiencies in
excess of 0.80 total-to-total were obtained. Additional testing
is to be accomplished by the NASA.
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SUMMARY
The NASA-Lewis Research Center is presently engaged in an
investigation of the turbomachinery components of Brayton-cycle
space power systems using solar or nuclear energy as the heat
source and an inert gas as the working fluid. Under Contract
NAS3-2778, three pieces of hardware are to be designed and
developed. The hardware will be used by the NASA for the
Brayton-cycle investigation and includes the following:
Compressor and Turbine Research Packages - The two re-
search packages each include a cold gas model of a high-
performance radial wheel and a suitable set of running
gear with oil-lubricated bearings. Both research packages
are to be used to evaluate component aerodynamic perfor-
mance.
Gas Generator - This unit combines the turbine and com-
pressor of the two research packages into a single hot
unit with the running gear, including gas-lubricated
bearings. The gas generator will be used to evaluate the
Brayton-cycle turbomachinery in a complete system ground
test loop.
This report describes the selection of the system design
point and the design, fabrication, inspection, and testing of
the compressor research package. The compressor design points
for the research package is:
Working fluid Argon
o
Mass flow rate, m - ibs per sec. 0.621
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Compressor inlet temperature, Tl - OR
Compressor inlet pressure, PI - psia
Compressor pressure ratio, r
C
Design operating corrected speed, N/v_-rpm
TI
6 = 5t-rg . 7
520
6.0
2°3o
37,900
The research package consists of a 6-inch-diameter compressor
wheel and shaft mounted on ball bearings and the associated
mounting hardware.
Development testing of the compressor consisted of
running the uncut development impeller with three diffusers--
a nominal diffuser, a negative 3-degree diffuser, and a posi-
tive 3-degree diffuser. After mapping with the three diffusers,
the impeller was cut back and run with the nominal and the
positive 3-degree diffusers. After the final impeller con-
units was accomplished. The first shipping unit was run for
three speed lines and the second shipping unit was operated at
design speed for 1.2 hours.
At the conclusion of the compressor research package devel-
opment two conclusions are evident:
(a) A high-efficiency radial compressor can be designed
to operate on inert gas.
(b) At the design point, the efficiency can be accurately
predicted (predicted _ = 0.798, test _ = 0.80).
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH-PERFORMANCE
BRAYTON-CYCLE COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
i. 0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the design, fabrication, inspection,
and testing of a Brayton-cycle compressor research package that
will be used to evaluate the aerodynamic performance of Brayton=
cycle compressors° The compressor was designed for high-efficiency,
low-Reynolds-number operation with an inert gas used as the working
fluid. With the recent development of Brayton-cycle space=power
systems, high-efficiency, low-Reynolds-number type turbomachinery
has only recently been required and, therefore, no prior work on
turbomachinery of this type has been accomplished.
The compressor research package consists of a 6-inch=diameter
radial compressor wheel and shaft mounted on ball bearings with
the associated mounting hardware. Notable features of the com-
pressor research package include the advanced aerodynamic design
procedures and the utilization of extremely thin blade sections.
The same design goals have been used in a 6-inch-diameter tur-
bine research package developed for NASA under the same contract
and a 3.2-inch-diameter compressor developed for the Air Force
[Contract AF33 (65?) -ii721 ].
With the development of the compressor research package,
the feasibility to design high-efficiency radial compressors
for operation on inert gas has been proven. Test results on the
compressor research package when tested on argon indicated effi-
ciencies in excess of 0.81 total-to-total.
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2.0 SELECTION OF DESIGN CONDITIONS
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the NASA Brayton-cycle space
power system_ Contract NAS 3-.2??8 calls for the development of
the gas generator package, a turbine research test package, and
a compressor research test package, with the same turbomachinery
used in the test packages as in the gas generator° As specified
by the contract, the gas generator and research test packages
have identical design conditions when corrected mass-flow rates
are compared_ Table I presents a summary of the design condi-
tions as specified by the contract. In addition to the conditions
listed in Table I, the most important remaining system variables
include_
(a) Recuperator effectiveness, E R
(b) Pressure loss parameter_ rt/r c
(c) Shaft speed, N
(d) Compressor specific speed, NS
C
As the recuperator effectiveness is increased, the cycle
thermal efficiency and mass-flow rate increase and the optimum
compressor pressure is reduced° The low compressor pressure
ratio, in turn° leads to higher compressor efficiency. Moreover,
at low power levels the increased mass-flow rate is beneficial
to the turbomachinery as a result of the higher attendant Reynolds
number in the turbine and compressor° Since increased recupera-
tor effectiveness lowers both the radiator inlet temperature and
APS-5109-R
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TABLE i
Working fluid
Mass flow rate,
per sec.
I
DESIGN PARAMETERS FIXED BY l
CONTRACT NAS 3-2778
I
Turbine Compressor Gas i
Package Package Genera____tor I
o Argon Argon Argon ;
m -Ibs
1.184 0.621 0.611
Turbine inlet temperature,
Ts, OR
Turbine inlet pressure,
Ps, psia
Turbine pressure ratio, r t
• 1
Compressor inlet temperature,
T_, OR
Compressor inlet pressure,
P_, psia
Compressor pressure ratio, r
C
Corrected mass flow rate_
Wv'_/6 turbine°
ibs per see°
W v/e/6 compressor,
ibs per SeCo
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52O - 1950
13.2 - 13.2
1.56 - 1.56
520 536
6.0 6 .o
2.30 2.30
1o3185 - 1.3185
1.5214 1.5217
i,
_O_NtK._Q_ZONA
the heat load, the radiator area is not strongly affected.
Referring to Figure 2, the optimum recuperator effectiveness is
established by a weight tradeoff between the recuperator and
other components. Although a recuperator effectiveness of 0.9
appears to be optimum, a value of 0.85 has been chosen in view
of the mass flow rate and compressor pressure ratio being
specified.
The effect of the cycle pressure-loss parameter on system
performance is shown in Figure 3. Although a value of 0.95
would be near optimum for the pressure-loss parameter, the value
chosen was 0.90. This value allows increased flexibility, since
the heat exchangers and manifolds would have to be designed for
extremely low pressure drops if a pressure-loss parameter of
0.95 were utilized.
I With the design point conditions listed in Table i, a recu-
pe ator ef ................ , ..... r........... _ .......
0.90, a design-point study was conducted to establish the gas
generator thermodynamic and aerodynamic operating conditions.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the variation of wheel diameters,
component and cycle efficiencies, component specific speeds, and
turbine pressure ratio over the range of shaft speeds with the
turbine and compressor matched. (A list of the symbols used
throughout this report can be found on page i0.) Wheel diameters
of 6 inches occur for both the turbine and the compressor at a
shaft rotational speed of 38,500 rpm with reasonable adiabatic
efficiencies for the units° With this size wheels, manufacturing
tolerances can be readily maintained to provide aerodynamic
passages with surfaces that are hydraulically smooth.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
g
0
m
r
c
r
tl
r
t2
D
C
Dt_
E R
M
= conversion factor = 32.2 ft ib per ib sec. e
= molal gas flow rate, lbs mol per sec.
= compressor pressure ratio
= gas-generator turbine pressure ratio
= power-turbine pressure ratio
= compressor-wheel diameter, inches
= gas-generator turbine wheel diameter, inches
= recuperator effectiveness
= molecular weight, Ibs per Ib mol
N_ = gas-generator shaft speed° rpm
N2 - power-turbine shaft speed, rpm
N S
C
NS
tl
N S
te
P_
P_
R
rl
T3
= compressor shaft speed
= gas-generator turbine specific speed
= power-turbine specific speed
= compressor inlet pressure, Ibs per sq ft
= gas-generator turbine inlet pressure, ibs per sq ft
= universal gas constant = 1545 ft-lbs per Ib-mol eR
= compressure inlet temperature, CR
= gas-generator turbine-inlet temperature, °R
turbine pressure ratio rt_ x rt2
= compressor pressure ratio = r
C
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd.)
v
_cy
_c
_te
= ratio of gas specific heats = 1.667 for monatomic gases
= (y - i)/_ = 0.4 for monatomic gases
= power-turbine shaft power output
gas-cycle input rate
= compressor adiabatic efficiency
= gas-generator turbine adiabatic efficiency
= power-turbine adiabatic efficiency
I
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A low compressor specific speed results at the shaft speed
of 38,500 rpm, and the cycle efficiency is not seriously reduced
from that which would be obtained at higher shaft speeds and
smaller wheel diameters° The variation of system weight and
radiator area versus compressor specific speed is shown in Figure
6. A compressor specific speed of 0.09 is near optimum based on
the consideration of system weight; based on the consideration of
both system weight and radiator area, the optimum specific speed
is approximately 0°096° From the expression for compressor
specific speed
m :1'2
C
it can be seen that the compressor specific speed is a function
only of shaft speed, since the remaining variables are fixed by
the contract° Therefore, the shaft speed selected is nearly op-
timum for the specified conditions° A lower shaft speed would
result in a more desirable compressor specific speed, but the
wheel sizes would be unnecessarily large and the slow speed could
result in bearing problems°
Additional computer runs were made with variable cycle pres-
sure level, mass flow rate, and compressor pressure ratio (variable
compressor specific speed) over a gas-generator speed range of
35,000 to 65.000 rpm with a free-.turbine shaft speed of 24,000
rpmo These calculations were made to supply added insight into
the design-point examination and are summarized in Figures T
through Iio
APS-5109-R
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A comparison was made between NASA design-point conditions
at 38,500 rpm (6.0-inch wheels) and _5,000 rpm (5.l-inch wheels)
and the "optimized" design-point conditions at 38,500 rpm (6.0-
inch wheels), 45,000 rpm (5.25-inch wheels), and 55,800 rpm
(4.3-inch wheels). Selected values of cycle parameters at these
conditions appear in Table 2. In addition, the optimized condi-
tions include both a high-cycle pressure cycle (N s = 0.08) and
C
a case with compressor specific speed comparable to the NASA
design conditions.
The above design-point condition studies revealed no major
advantage to be gained through a change in design-point condi-
tions from those proposed by NASA. Some advantage in system
weight and radiator area would be realized with increased shaft
speed and pressure level; however, decreased wheel diameters would
result. Therefore, it was recommended that the mass flow rate,
compressor pressure ratio, compressor inlet pressure, and working
fluid, as recommended by NASA, be established as design values
with the gas generator shaft speed of 38,500 rpm.
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Table 3 presents the final design conditions used for the
compressor. Design conditions as applicable to the gas gener-
ator configuration are given in Section 3.2.
TABLE 3
DESIGN CONDITIONS
NASA COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
Working fluid
Flow rate, ibs per sec.
Inlet temperature, OR
Inlet pressure, psla
Total pressure ratio
Operating speed, rpm
Operating life, hr.
Speed capability, percent design
Argon
0.621
520
6.v
e .3o
3T, 900
I',2,./
120
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COMPRESSOR DESIGN
3.1 Aerodynamic Design Approach
The impeller diameter was fixed and a preliminary
estimate was made of compressor efficiency and slip factor.
After an approximate design was established, the compressor
efficiency was calculated from a detailed loss analysis and
the impeller diameter was modified accordingly.
The impeller inlet was sized to give the minimum inlet
relative Mach number at the inducer tip. The shroud and hub
profile were designed to give an accelerating flow along the
wall from the inlet pipe to the impeller eye as well as a
minimum velocity variation from hub to shroud across the
inducer inlet section. Initially, a geometric shape of the
inlet was selected and the velocity gradients determined by
an analog field plot. Using these velocity gradients the
velocity distribution was calculated. The geometric shape
was altered until a suitable velocity distribution was
achieved.
The impeller exit width was established so that the
diffusion of relative velocity along the shroud, expressed
as a ratio of relative velocities at the impeller inlet and
the impeller exit, was less than 0.30. Also, the direction
of flow at the diffuser inlet was determined to be not much
larger than 60 degrees from the radial direction. With the
inlet and exit dimensions fixed, the shroud and hub profile
were assumed. Using the electric analog field plot method,
with approximate corrections for compressibility, blade
blockage and boundary layer clogging, the meridional velocities
APS-5109-R
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along several streamlines were calculated. The meridional
shape was adjusted and the calculation repeated until a
satisfactory distribution was obtained along the shroud
and hub streamlines. Particular care was taken to insure
that the shroud meridional velocity did not have too high
a peak and that the hub velocity did not become so low as
to cause negative velocities.
A slip factor of 0.869 based on temperature rise was
used in the impeller design, however, the tangential component
of velocity at the impeller exit was based on a value of 0.83,
which is consistent with a windage loss of 3.9 percent. The
value of slip factor used was based on experimental data and
agrees closely with that obtained from Buseman's data for a
Next, the blade loading diagram was estimated using a
blade-to-blade calculation method. Utilized in these calcu-
lations were an assumed number of blades, an assumed blade
angle variation, a calculated slip factor at the blade tip,
and an estimated meridional velocity distribution. Since
the blade elements were radial, the blade angles along the
mean and hub streamlines were calculated from the value of
the blade angles at the shroud.
Several combinations of blade angle distribution and
numbers of vanes were checked until the following conditions
were avoided:
(I) Excessive deceleration of relative
velocity at the shroud.
(2) Very low or negative relative velocities
at the hub.
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(3) Excessive decelerations on the suction
surface of any streamline.
The above blade loading calculations were based on the
preliminary estimate of meridional flow distribution. The
variation of meridional flow distribution due to the above
blade loading was calculated using a high-speed digital com-
puter and the blade loading was recalculated based on the
modified meridional flow distribution.
In the present design, the original field plot meridional
velocity distribution was modified according to past experi-
ence, before the blade loading calculation was made° This
assumed meridional velocity distribution was very close to
the corrected distribution and no iteration was necessary.
The loadings on the radial trailing edge portion of the
blade were recalculated based on potential flow analysis.
The results compared favorably with the previously calculated
loadings.
The losses in the impeller were estimated using two-
dimensional boundary layer techniques. The losses considered
were blade and wall friction losses, mixing losses due to
boundary layer and blade wakes, impeller windage losses, and
clearance losses. The Mach number was so low that there was
no shock loss in the impeller.
APS-51Og-R
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In order to determine the diffuser geometry, equations
were derived expressing the diffuser losses in terms of the
variable parameters. The parameters considered were radius,
diffuser exit vane angle, and number of vanes. The merid-
ional width of the diffuser was allowed to increase from
inlet to exit.
The exit core absolute velocity was held fixed at a value
0°6 times the inlet velocity. This was felt to be the maximum
diffusion for which separation could be avoided. The required
exit diffuser area was calculated to provide the specified
diffusion, allowing for boundary layer growth and blade
blockage, and the meridional width was adjusted to provide
this area. The length of the diffuser vane, or the exit to
inlet radius ratio of the diffuser was ceslgneo so _n_L _h_
equivalent conical or two-dimensional diffuser cone angle
was somewhat less than the stall critical cone angle pro-
posed by Kline.
The losses attributable to the diffuser are the friction
losses and the loss of the kinetic energy associated with the
radial component of velocity. The total loss was calculated
for diffusers of various combinations of parameters and the
optimum geometry was determined.
Finally, the blade core velocity districution was calcu-
lated using a potential flow analysis performed on a high-speed
digital computer. The overall loading and the suction and pres-
sure velocities were found to be acceptable.
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Surface finish was specified for each component so that
the surface was fluid dynamically smooth.
A family of scroll cross sections with different areas
was selected for ease of manufacture and blending with the
diffuser meridional shape. Using continuity and conservation
of angular momentum and assuming inviscid flow, these cross
sections were located circumferentially.
Next, the boundary layer thickness at each location was
calculated. The area required at each circumferential section
was increased by the boundary layer clogging and the original
sections were relocated. The process was then repeated until
reasonable convergence was obtained. The mean radius of each
section was increased from the tang to the exit of the scroll
so that considerable diffusion had taken place by the time the
flow reached the exit of the scroll. The resulting exit mean
Mach number is 0.16, low enough so that no further diffusion
is deemed necessary before entering the heat exchanger upstream°
APS-5109-R
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3.2 Aerodynamic Design
The following data and design information defines the
impeller, the diffuser, and the scroll configurations result-
ing from the aerodynamic analysis of the compressor research
package. The values are for the compressor design inlet con-
ditions applicable to the gas generator configuration.
A•
B.
C •
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
Efficiencies: See Table 4.
Pressure ratios:
Total-to-total pressure ratio = 2.38
Total-to-static pressure ratio = 2.575
Speed = 38,500 rpm
Specific work = _._D np p_L ib F=_ 0_.
Weight flow = 0.611 ibs per sec.
Specific speed = 0.1057
Loss distribution: See Table 4.
Total and static pressures: See Table 4.
Total temperatures: See Table 4.
Gas velocity distribution:
See Figure 12 for shroud velocity distribution.
See Figure 13 for 50 percent streamline velocity
dis tribution.
See Figure 14 for hub velocity distribution.
See Figure 15 for diffuser velocity distribution•
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TABLE 4
NASA BRAYTON CYCLE COMPRESSOR
DESIGN VALUES
LOCATION
PTOT
(PS IA
PSTATIC
(PS IA )
TTOTAL
(OR)
(UP'TO
LOCATION)
Inlet 6.00 5.55(Outside blade) 536
Impeller Exit
(After BoLo and blade
wake mixing)
15o72 9.70 817.3 O° 896
Diffuser Inlet
(Inside blade based on
core velocity)
15.57 i0.21 817.3 0.886
Diffuser Exit
(Inside blade based on
core velocity)
15.57 13.47 817.3
Scroll Inlet
(Based on mean velocity
after BoLo and blade
wake mixing)
14.58 13.14 817.3 O o813
Scroll Exit
(Based on mean velocity
at scroll exit)
14,29 13o97 817.3 0.798
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Ke Stator and rotor aerodynamic physical dimensions:
See Drawing 369?5? for stator physical dimensions.
See Drawing 369?4? for rotor phy§ical dimensions.
See Drawing 369?58 for diffuser physical dimensions.
L. Velocity diagrams:
See Figure 96 for impeller velocity diagram.
See Figure _? for diffuser and scroll veloclty"
diagrams°
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FIGURE 16
INLET VELOCITY TRIANGLES (JUST UPSTREAM OF LEADING EDGE)
OJ
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U
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U = 593
INLET SHROUD
U = 479
INLET MEAN
" IMPELLER
S
L)
U = 312
I NLEI? HUB
EXIT VELOCITY TRIANGLE (AFTER MIXING OF B. L. AND BLADE WAKES)
/ Wu=lT]
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U = loo4
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FIGURE 17
i. DIFFUSER INLET: (INSIDE BLADE AT R = 3.10 IN.)
B = 63.35
C = 794°4
U
oft
II
J
2. DIFFUSER EXIT/ (INSIDE BLADE AT R = 3.875 IN.)
!
I
P
I
I
O
04
II
H
L)
C = 478.1
I/
3. SCROLL INLET: (AFTER MIXING OF DIFFUSER B.L. AND BLADE WAKES)
_O
%D
H
L)
THE MEAN EXIT VELOCITY AT THE SCROLL EXIT IS 208.6 F/S
YIELDING Mexit = .161
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3°3 Mechanical Design Analysis
3o3ol _nsmic Analysis
The dynamic analysis of the compressor resesrch package was
accomplished on s digital computer by use of a program written
for turbomachinery critical speed and bearing load analyses. A
4.0=inch bearing spacing and 25-millimeter bearings were chosen
for the research package° The rear bearing was rigidly mounted
to limit the rotor radial motion within the required shroud
clearance. This gave an effective spring rate of 450,000 pounds_
per inch for the rear mount. The critical speeds for the com-
pressor were analyzed by using front bearing spring rates from
5,000 to 30,000 pounds per inch (see Figure 18). Using s front
bearing spring rate of 15,000 pounds per inch, bearing loads for
a 0oO005-inch Cogo eccentricity were determined. Figure 19 shows
the results of the bearing load analysis.
3°3o2 Impeller Stress Analysis
A stress analysis of the compressor wheel was performed for
determining the centrifugal disc and blade stresses at the opera-
ting speed of 38,500 rpmo Disc stresses were calculated using
the Bendix G 20 digital computer. Blade stresses were calculated
using lamination theory. Radial and centrifugal stresses are
plotted on Figures _D and 21 respectively.
Yielding of the disc may be expected st a minimum speed of
82,000 rpm and in the blades st 122,000 rpm. The burst speed
range may be expected to be between 119,000 rpm and 133,000 rpmo
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COMPRESSOR
M = o.oo71 LB SEC2/IN.
J = -0.00048 IN. LB SEC _'
D = 6.0 IN.
' I I I
K2. j Kl
--,-2.2 --,_,- 4.0 --_
Kz = .450,000 LB/IN
! I I
g_
I
O
,-4
40
M
30
I
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5
33,500 RPM COMP_SSOR OPE_TING SPEED
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CRITICAL
/
/
/
j/
/ I- COMPRESSOR
J
/
0
o .5 20 25 30
K= - SPRING CONSTANT, LB/IN x IO -s
CRITICAL SPEED VS. SPRING CONSTANT FOR
NASA COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
FIGURE 18
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NOTE:
SPEED - 38,500 RPM
MATERIAL: 6AI-4V TITANIUM
ALL STRESSES IN KSI
2
6
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DW 10-63 RADIAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR
NASA BRAYTON-CYCLE IMPELLER
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NOTES:
SPEED: 38. 500 RPM I
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FIGURE 21
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Since creep of the titanium alloy is negligible st the tempera-
tures encountered in this application, the impeller may be
considered essentially an infinite life wheel.
The wheel was machined from a 6 AI-4V titanium forging and
piloted on the shaft (rather than on the splines) with a 0.0003
to 0.0006 inch diametral interferepce
3.3.3 Stresscoat Growth and Burst Tests
Results of the Stresscoat test conducted on the compressor
impeller are shown in Figures 22 and 23. The maximum stress at
38,500 rpm as indicated by the Stresscoat in Figure 22, Area i,
was 21,200 psi. The maximum calculated stress in the hub was
24.,800 psi at an area covered by the arbor. Calculated stresses
of approximately 20,000 psi in the hub radius correspond closely
with the Stresscoat results, as does the Stresscoat results for
_._ rema xL._ _, ............................................
the blade indicated by the Stresscoat was 14,400 psi st 38,500
rpm compared to a calculated value of 13,200 psi.
A growth test was conducted on the subject wheel with re-
sidual diametral deformations recorded for the OD and for the
ID st both the spline (inducer) end and the bearing (hub) end+
Results of this test are shown in Figure 24. In an attempt to
burst the wheel, substantial growth of the ID (0.026- to 0.030-
inch residual deformation) occurred and allowed the c.g. of the
wheel to shift relative to the arbor. Violent precession r_sulted,
and the wheel dropped in the whirlpit (see Figure 25) at 124,000
rpm. This speed falls within the calculated burst speed range of
APS-5109-R
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STRESSCOAT TEST OF NASA BRAYTON-CYCLE 
COMPRESSOR WHEEL, PART 369747 
ESTIMATED ACCURACY OF STRESSES: +20 PERCENT. 
AVERAGE STRESSCOAT SENSITIVITY: 0.0007. 
MARCH 6, 1964 
STRESSES BELOW ARE FOR UNIAXIAL STRESSES AT 38,500 RPM. 
MATERIAL: 6A1-4V-90 TITANIUM ALLOY. 
E = 16.0 x lo6 P S I  
AREA STRE;S~~;SI)  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
FIGURE 22 
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17,300 
14,400 
11,950 
9,850 
IlP-5850 
1-1 AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Wp-5847 
STRESSCOAT TEST OF NASA BRAYTON-CYCLE 
COMPRESSOR WHEEL, PART 3 6 9 7 4 7  
ESTIMATED ACCUFUCY OF STRESSES: 220 PERCENT. 
E = 16.0 x 10' PSI 
MARCH 6, 1964 
STRESSES BELOW ARE FOR LrNIAXlAL STRESSES AT 38,500 RPM, 
AVERAGE STRESSCOAT SENSITIVITY :: 0 e 0007 
MATERIAL: 6 A 1 - 4 ~ - 9 0  TITANIUM ALLOY e 
AREA sTREyy2h;SI 1 
1 
2 17,300 
3 14,400 
4 11,950 
5 9,850 
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S/N 4X i01
MATERIAL: 6 AI - 4V - TITANIUM
O AND _ INDICATE MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT
RIGHT ANGLES
PRERUN DIAMETERS:
COMe. OD 5. 9800 AND 5. 9799
BORE ID 0.9841 AND 0.9842 (BEARING END1
BORE ID 0.9847 AND 0.98475 (SPLINE END)
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GROWTH OF NASA BRAYTON CYCLE
COMPRESSOR WHEEL
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119,000 to 133,000 rpm; and while actual fracture of the wheel
did not occur because of the large elongation of the material,
the burst speed is in excess of the minimum calculated value,
and a rerun of the burst test is not considered necessary.
3.4 Mechanical Design
3o4.1 General Unit Description
A cross-sectional view of the compressor research package
is shown in Assembly Drawing 369731. The unit consists of the
compressor impeller (369747) and shaft (369?54) mounted in the
main housing (3697ee) on two antifriction bearings (358313). The
front bearing (impeller end) is resiliently mounted with a spring
rate of 15,000 pounds per inch using the bearing mount described
in Drawing 369?33. This spring rate was chosen so that the first
critical speed could be far removed from the operating speeds.
Bearing loads are also small. The rear bearing is rigidly mounted
to limit the impeller-to-shroud clearances, and a coil spring
(11191?) provides 30 pounds of axial preload on the bearings. An
oil jet (3697e8) supplies pressurized oil to each bearing, and a
carbon-face-type oil seal (358319 and 3583ei) is provided at each
end of the housing. The impeller end seal (358321) has an argon
purge chamber located between the face seal and an annular shaft
seal to prevent any minute amount of oil leakage past the face
seal from contaminating the system argon_ A spline-connected stub
shaft (369746) located at the input end of the compressor permits
adaptation to an external power s ource_
APS-51og-R
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The compressor diffuser (369?58) and the scroll assembly
(369?5?) attach to the main housing by a bolted flange. Shim-
ming to obtain the desired compressor-wheel-shroud-face clearance
is accomplished at this flange be providing a shim of predeter-
mined thickness between the housing and the scroll flanges
(369?45). A compromise value of the clearance was established
at 0.010- to O.Ol2-inch. From an aerodynamic consideration, a zero
clearance would be optimum, however, a clearance of 0.002 inches per
inch of wheel diameter can be utilized without serious performance
penalty. From a mechanical consideration, it is advantageous
to maintain large clearances so tha_ with rotor radial and axial
displacements due to tolerance stackup and flexible-bearing dis-
placements, the rotor does not rub on the shroud. Sealing at
this shim is accomplished with two O-rings (369813). Bolted flanges
at the compressor inlet and discharge permit adaptation of appro-
priate ducting (369??8 and 369??9). A rigid mounting base
(369?52) provides for mounting the compressor research package to
a test stand bed plate. Table 5 is a summary of the parts used
on the compressor research package.
3.4.2 Instrumentation
Provisions were made for providing certain instrumentation
on the compressor as follows:
Ca)
(b)
Inlet
(i) Three static pressure taps in the same plane,
120 degrees apart.
(2) Three total pressure taps, i/2-inch
downstream of the static pressure
taps, 120 degrees apart.
Rotor
(i) One L.C. Smith probe mount, 0_3
inch upstream of the rotor leading edge.
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NASA
TABLE 5
COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
DRAWING AND PARTS LIST
DRAWING OR
PART NUMBER
369730
369731
369722
369723
369727
369728
369729
369732
369733
369734
369735
369737
397738
369743
369744
369745
369746
369747
369752
369753
369754
369757
369758
369759
369770
369771
369778
369779
369813
111917
358313
358319
358320
358321
MS16555-617
MS16555-625
MS16555-646
MS21045-C5
MS24630-2
MS24673-2
MS24673-5
MS29561-015
MS29561-235
NUMBER
TITLE USED ON REQUIRED
Compressor Outline, Test, Brayton Cycle
Compressor Assembly, NASA
Housing Assembly, Main 369731 I
Spacer 369731 1
Carrier, Seal 369731 I
Nozzle Assembly, Oil 369731 1
Spacer, Labyrinth (Optional)* 369731 1
Spacer, Bearing 369731 I
Mount, Bearing, Resll[cnt 369731 1
Carrier, Bearing 369731 1
Carrier, Bearing 369731 1
Carrier Assembly, Labyrinth Seal (Optional) 369731 i
Carrier Assembly, Carbon Seal 369753 1
Shim, Bearing Carrier 369731 As required
Shim, Seal 369731 As required
Shim, Sealing Spacer 369731 1
Shaft, Quill** 369731 I
Impeller, Compressor 369731 1
Shaft Assembly, Mounting 369731 I
Seal Assembly, Carbon 369731 1
Shaft Assembly, Impeller 369731 i
Scroll Assembly, Compressor 369731 1
Diffuser, Compressor 369'/_I 1
Shim, Housing, Diffuser i_6_731 I
Spinner, Impeller 3o9731 l
Washer, Flat 369731 1
Flange, Compressor Outlet** 1
Flange, Compressor Inlet** 1
Seal, O-Ring 369731 I
Spring, Compression 369731 I
Ball, Single Row, Angular Contact 369731 2
Seal, Air-Oil 369731 I
Seal, Argon, Oil-Metal Bellows (Optional) 369731 I
Seal Set, Gas-Oil, Matched 369753 I
COMMERCIAL PARTS
Pin 369722 2
Pin 369722 3
Pin 369752 2
Nut 369731 12
Type "F" Screw 369731 2
Screw 369731 12
Screw 369731 4
O-Ring 369731 2
O-Ring 369731 1
*Parts marked (optional) may be used as an alternate.
**These parts are ahipped loose to the customer. The flangea are to be welded into the
customer's inlet and exhaust ductlng.
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TABLE 5 (Conrad)
DRAWING O_
PART NUMBER TITLE
AN3CHSA Screw
AN5C-12 Screw
AN6CHIOA Screw
AN816-5-4S Connector
AN96OC516L Washer
AN960C616 Washer
$8152ATI01-O-120 Pin
Diam = 0.0469
Length = O.120
Material: SAE 43_0
$8152ATI01-0-220 Pin
Diam = 0.0_69
Length = 0.220
Material: SAE 4340
S8152BG17-0-590 Pin
$8152BG17-0-590 Pin
Diam = 0.2032
Length = 0590
Material: 321Cres
Steel
$8152BG40-O-310 Pin
Diam = 0.2500
Length = O.310
Material: 321Cres
Steel
$8171APIO2 Packlng "O" Ring
S8860CIPI
362-506-9012
362-522-9002
5_5-518-90_7
525-577-9006
655-6Ol-92o8
Both ends chamfered
• 45 ° x 0.008
Hardness - R qO
C
Both ends chamfered
45 ° x 0.008
Hardness - R c _O
Both ends chamfered
_5 ° x O.015
Condition: A annealed
Both ends chamfered
k5 ° x 0.025
Condition: A annealed
Dla of "O" Ring = 7,445.
Dis of Ring Material = O.137
Material: MIL-R-2_897 Type I, Class 1
(Viton A" Material)
Plate, Identification
Thickness: O.016
Material: 301Czea
Steel
Condition: 1/2 Hard
Gasket - Metal O-Ring
3/32-1nch tube, 0.OIO_ineh wall
Ring OD = 5.252 inch
Vendor: The D.S.D. Manufacturing Company
Hamden, Connecticut
Fed Sup Code 97968
Vendo_ Part No. C525OC-AG
Gasket - Metal O-Ring
1/16-1nch tube, 0.OlO-inch wall
Ring OD = 0.502 inch
Vendor: The D.S.D. Manufacturing Company
Hamden, Connecticut
Fed Sup Code 9796B
Vendor Part No. AO5OOC-AG
Nut, Self-Locking, Hex, Thin, 750°F
Thread: 3/4 - 16 NF-3
Vendor: Standard Press Steel Co
Jenklntown, Pennsylvania
Fed Sup Code 56878
Vendor Part No. DOFKI216
Nut, Self-Locking, Round, Bearing Retaining
Nominal OD = 1 9/16 inch
Vendor: Shur-Lok Corporation
Anaheim, California
Fed Sup Code 9739_ ^
Vendor Part No. $65_NO5C
Screw, Self-Locklng, Socket, Head, 1200°F
Length: 0.50
Vendor: Long-Lok Corp.
Los Angeles, California
Fed Sup Code 03038
Vendor Part No, DT 100000-82-8
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369731
369731
3697 31
369728
369731
369731
36973_
369733
369738
369737
369728
369731
369731
369731
369731
369731
369721
369731
NUMBER
REQUIRED
6
IS
4
I
12
4
I
1
I
2
1
I
I
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(2) Three sets of five static pressure
taps along the rotor shroud, each
set 120 degrees apart.
(c) Diffuser
Two sets of five static pressure
taps along the diffuser 50 percent
streamline, one set one each side
of the diffuser passage.
(d) Scroll Exit
(i) Four static pressure taps in the
same plane 90 degrees apart.
(2) Four total pressure taps 0.5 inch
downstream of the static taps,
rotated 45 degrees to the static
taps and 90 degrees apart.
(e ) Bearings
Three I_Co thermocouples on each
bear ing.
On the first shipping unit, Serial Noo P-A, drilled and
tapped bosses and the associated instrumentation plumbing was
provided as shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28. For the second
shipping unit, Serial No. P-B, undrilled bosses were provided.
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Y 
S E R I A L  NO. P-A 
NASA COMPRESSOR RESEARCH 
F I G U R E  26 
PACKAGE 
AIRESEARC H MANU FACTU RI  N [3 COMPANY 
A OIVI.IDN O r  THE D I R I E T T  C O R P O I A T I D I I  
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 
MP-6355  
SFRIAL NO. p-A 
NASA CQMPREISSOR RESJURCH PACKAGE 
FIGURE 27 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
A D I V I S I U N  UF THE D I S R L T T  O O R C U R * T I D U  
PHOENIX. *RIZON* 
HP-fi356 
SERIAL NO. P-B 
NASA COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE 
FIGURE 23 
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3o4_3 In__n!pec tion
Inspectic, ncf the compressor research package parts and
final assembly were conducted in accordance with the quality-
assurance pr,_.,gram as outlined in AiResearch Report RC-5130-R.
Figure 29 shc_ws the Critical Parts Inspection and Serialization
Record fc,r both c,,__mpressor impellers. Figures 30 and 31 show
t_e impelle:_ afte_r balance inspection. Figures 3P and 33 show
b-th sides _f the Assembly Inspection and Laboratory Traveler
f_,r the twG ccmpress,_r research packages.
As can be seen from Figure 33, the first shipping unit was
started six times and ran a total of 6.9 hours for the acceptance
test. The second unit was started three times and ran for a
t_tal of 1.2 hours for its acceptance test. Following completion
c_f the acceptance tests, the acceptance tag was completed, as
sh_wn in Figure 34.
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CRITICAL PART INSPECTIONAND SERIALIZATIONRECORD /
Forging/CastingNo.
t
Oper.
RawMatl. Date
Dim.
Ultra
HT/Stress
Zyglo/Mag
Radiogr.
2ndH.T.
Remarks:
C/L SerialNumber O.S. GROWTHDATA
Insp. Oper. Insp.
Stamp Mach.Part Date Stamp
L
Dim.
Ultra/Mch
HT/3tress
Zyglo/Mag
Pull Test
Balance
Overspeed
GreenRun
2nd O.S.
R.R. No.
Control After After Z/M
Dim/Dia,; _R. O.S. After
5..q . USE
;P(_ RWK
Y_
RTV
MRB Disp.After
Final Assy
ITR NUMBER
.71 7o _ E, z_
R&O
Part No. Changes
*RawMatl.
Mfg.Co.
* Mach..Part
Mfg. No.
COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
SERIAL NO. P-A
,FORM P2741- F CRITICAL PART INSPECTIONAND.... A "7^TInN I_l:CnRrl,_L1% rlLu-n, ,_, .........
I
I
I
Forging/Casting No.
Oper. Insp.
RawMatl. Date Stamp
C/L SerialNumber O.S.GROWTHDATA
Oper. Insp. Control
Mach.Part Date Stamp Dim/Dia
Dim. Dim. _qT_ ";J
Ultra Ultra/Mch
HT/Stress HT/Stress
Zyglo/Mag Zyglo/Mag
Radiogr. Pull Test /_);.2';///,/_. ___
Heat No. Balance _,___
2ndH.T, Overspeed _l_ "l<
Remarks: GreenRun_ l
2nd O.S. I ]i ,
R.R. No. Part No. Changes
MachinedPart No.
*SGST,v ?
C/L
C
After After Z/M
G.R. O.S. After
\-?. •
USE
RWK
SCP
RTV
MRBDisp. After
Final Assy
ITR NUMBER
R&O
i --
.................. !_ __i ....
*Raw Matl.
Mfg. Co.
*Mach.Pad
Mlg, No.
COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
SERIAL NO. P-B
FIGURE 29
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HP-6370 
COMPRESSOR IMPELLER 
NASA COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE 
FIGURE 30 
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HP-6371 
I 
COMPRESSOR IMPELLER 
NASA COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE 
FIGURE 31 
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COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
FIGURE 32
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["
esearr..hManufacturil_gCompany.of Arizona
ACCEPTANCE TAG
P_COUCT_ NC_ E_-,_ L__TU_E.I 2
I CC, O,,U-'kVc-c>sc_. /:iS,:.,,';."
END ITEM
i 5, O, NO* SERIA L NO,
.......... °
SUB-UNIT CONFIGURATION
P-6
_o9 7_z7
5£RtAL NO.
%<-/03 _o.oE%,. o.;4. _, /
l
MEO NO'S
b: 6
MODEL NO.
M_ O "s ' l l
" AJC,_6
INSP,
QT _:_, 4 _MP
INSP, SlGNAT'UR "I="
ALLOCATION
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
DATE
ENG. REC.--SPLIT
COMPRESSOR RESEARCH PACKAGE
FIGURE 34
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.0 COMPRESSOR TESTING
#.I Test Loop
The development and shipping compressor was tested in the
closed loop, shown in Figure 35, with argon used as the working
fluid. The loop was fabricated from stainless steel tubing of
a nominal 4-inch diameter with appropriate transitions to the
inlet and discharge of the compressor and other components in the
loop. To reduce the system leakage, welded joints were used
throughout the system with the exception of the flanged joints at
the compressor and the motorized control valve. The loop consisted
of the following components:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
Orifice measuring section
Motorized valve
Filter
Vacuum pump
Compressor
Drive turbine
Heat exchanger (cooler)
Cooling turbine and heat exchanger
Instrumentation
The filter was used as a precaution against the induction of
any particle that might damage the impeller blades. The filter
body was also the station for evacuation of the loop. The vacuum
pump was used to purge the loop of air and to control the argon
pressure level during the tests. (As the pressure ratio of the com-
pressor was varied, the loop pressures would change, which would
require the addition or removal of argon to maintain a constant
compressor inlet pressure.)
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BRAYTON-CYCLE TURBOMACHINERY TEST LOOP 
FIGURE 35 
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The compressor under test was installed in the loop with
flanged joints used to permit easy removal for changes of the
diffuser or impeller cutback. The compressor was insulated with
I inch of foil-backed fiber glass during all testing to facilitate
accurate temperature measurement° The compressor was driven
through a quill shaft by an air turbine motor, shown in Figure _$.
The speed of the turbine was controlled by a pneumatically con-
trolled valve installed in the plant air system.
A water-cooled gas heat exchanger, shown in Figure 36, was
used to control the compressor inlet gas temperature. Motorized
valves on the water side of the heat exchanger permitted control
of the compressor inlet temperature to within I°F. At compressor
flows and pressure ratios where full flow of the plant water
supply would not control the loop gas temperature, chilled water
from a second air-to-water heat exchanger was piped through the
test loop heat exchanger. The water was chilled by air from an
air-driven cooling turbine.
The basic compressor instrumentation consisted of thermo-
couples, static pressure taps, and total pressure probes located
at the inlet and discharge ducts of the compressor. Special
static pressure taps were installed in the inlet scroll to facili-
tate impeller cutback. The thermocouples were designed for maxi-
mum accuracy over the range of Reynolds numbers to be encountered
in testing.
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WATER-TO-GAS HEAT EXCHANGER 
AIR TURBINE MOTOR 
COMPONENTS OF BRAYTON-CYCLE TURBOMACHINERY CLOSED TEST LOOP 
FIGURE 36 
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4.2 Development Testing
The development compressor impeller was tested with three
diffusers--s nominal diffuser, s negative 3-degree diffuser, and
s positive 3-degree diffuser° The compressor impeller was fabri-
cated with an extended leading edge so that the optimum match
of diffuser and impeller could be obtained. With the extended
leading edge, the flow st design pressure ratio was expected to
be lower than the design value. The negative 3-degree diffuser
should have given the best performance with the uncut impeller.
The uncut impeller was tested with the three diffusers and
the results (see Figures 37 and 38) indicate that at the design
pressure ratio (2°30) and speed (38,500 rpm), the flow was about
81 percent of the design corrected flow rate (1.524) when the
negative 3-degree diffuser was used. Increasing the diffuser ares
(using the nominal diffuser) results in a considerable increase in
flow rate and a somewhat smaller additional increase in flow with
the positive 3-degree diffuser° The trend shown in Figures 37
and 3J indicates that further increases in diffuser ares would
have a small effect, since the inducer flow limit is being
approached.
In order to increase the flow, the inducer leading edge was
cut back so that the blade angles were increased to the design
value_ The cutback wheel was tested with the nominal diffuser,
and the test results showed s 5-percent deficiency in flow at
the design condition. This deficiency was probably due to an
under-estimation of the boundary-layer clogging st the diffuser
throat. Accordingly, the positive 3-degree diffuser was tested°
As shown in Figure 35, the design flow and efficiency were ex-
ceeded in this test. The efficiency st the design corrected mass
flow is 0.783o
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FIGURE 37
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NASA BRAYTON CYCLE COMPRESSOR
UNCUT iMPELLER, NOMINAL AND PLUS 3 ° DIFFUSERS
FIGURE 33
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Since the peak efficiency at design speed is about 0.81,
additional performance increase may be possible with further
impeller cutback and/or larger diffuser.
4.3 Acceptance Testing
4.3. i Tes tin_ Requirements
The acceptance testing requirements, established in
NASA letter 1443, dated May 18, 1964, and signed by the
contracting officer, John E. Dilley, are listed below:
(a)
(b)
Instrumentation shall be added to the existing
bosses in the exit scroll of the No. i Compressor,
and the unit operated in Argon over a range of
pressure ratios at speeds of 90, i00, and ii0
percent of design speed. Upon completing these
runs and recording the test data, the unit shall
be operated at 120 percent of design speed for
five (5) minutes and then shutdown.
The Number 2 Compressor shall be operated for
a minimum of one (I) hour, and until bearing
temperatures have stabilized. Operation shall
be at design speed and with any convenient cold
gas. Finally, the unit shall be operated at
120 percent of design speed for five (5) minutes
and then shutdown.
4.3.2 Acceptance Testing
Based on the results of the development testing cutback,
the impeller for the first shipping unit (Serial No. P-A)
was cut back to the same configuration. The completed
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compressor was fully instrumented and mapped with the positive
3-degree diffuser. Figures 26 and 27 show this unit and
Figure 40 shows the resulting compressor map. The second
shipping unit (Figure 28) was run for a total of 1.2 hours
at the design conditions. No performance map was generated
since the compressor was shipped with undrilled instrument-
ation bosses.
Figures 41, 42, and 43 show the acceptance test logs
for both units and Figures 44 and 45 show the data sheets
for the acceptance tests.
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8. MACHINED SURFACES FIAT WITHIN .000S PER INCH TO A
MAX. OF .006 FOR ANY SURFACE I
MACHINED SURFACES NORMAL OR PARALLEL WITHIN .002 I
PER INCH TO A MAX. OF .012 FOR ANY SURFACE. I '
6. MACHINED DIAS. ON A COMMON CENTERLINE CONCENTRIC
WiTHiN .005 TIR, UNMACHINED DIAS. CONCENTRIC WITH-
IN .032 TIR.
DIMENSION LIMITS HELD AFTER PLATING.
4. MACHINED FILLET RADII .030-.015.
3. BREAK ALL CORNERS AND SHARP EDGES .015 MAX.
NO HANGING BURRS ALLOWED.
SURFACE ROUGHNESS PER MIL-STD-10.
1. DIME;-,.:,_,;_" _RE IN INCHES.
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
PART NO.
/
REQD. NEXT ASSY. I USED ON
HEAT PROCESS
1_111144 -- I;II_IIIIIIIAI_II.J.II"
SYM
REVISIONS
DESCRIPTION DATE
•.74,8
C/-',zH/I "d'O x'" o 2 /'T',,',_,)
APPROVED
I
• I I
CL'/ITICAL ITEM
_TISFACTOIW PERFORMANCE OF III,UE
I_ID PRODUCT DEPENDS O!4 THE N4-
'III_IITY AND RELIABILITY OF THIS
31KECTED CllTICAL ITEM. PROCUIIE-
/_ENT OF THIS ITEM FIOM THE
OAIRE'I'T CORPORATION IS IECOM-
MENDED IN COMPLIANCE WITH
1,313.
D
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